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Abstract

This report is focused on the effects of temperature on different properties of six

different types of solar cells standing in front of the AMOLF research institute. We

looked at the correlation between the module temperature and the ambient temperature,

and the correlation between the efficiency (η), VMPP, IMPP, VOC and ISC and the module

temperature. One of the main results found in this paper are the fact that for all types of

panels, the module temperature increased as the ambient temperature increased. From the

other plots it became clear that the first and second module have degraded significantly,

the third module has degraded a bit, but it is arguable that it is not significant. The

fourth and fifth module have not degraded and the sixth module seems to have degraded

although it is debatable.
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1 Introduction

As a physics bachelor student, there is a reasonable chance that you will end up working at

an institute that does research in physics. During the week from June 11th until June 15th

we got a taste of what it is like inside of such an institute. The institute that we visited is

called AMOLF and among other things, it does research on solar cells. During this week we

were analyzing data from six different types of solar panels standing in front of AMOLF.

There is a lot of research going on in the field of photovoltaics. The reason for this is that

they have a lot potential for being a main source of energy in the future. But in order to

compete with other sources of energy, the efficiency of solar cells needs to be increased even

further.

There may be a lot of factors that may influence the efficiency of a solar cell. For exam-

ple, the material of which the solar cell is made is a large factor, but also the life time plays

a roll. This is because solar cells degrade over time, making them less efficient. However,

we are only exploring the correlation between temperature and the efficiency. Besides the

efficiency, we are also exploring the correlation between temperature and other properties of

a solar cell, being the voltage and current at the maximum power output, the open current

voltage and the short circuit current.
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2 Theory

Looking at the data from solar cells can be interesting because we can tell a lot about the

properties of the solar cells. However, it is important to be able to interpret the data.

Therefore we will first get into some of the theory required for the data analysis.

2.1 The Working Principle of a Solar Cell

A solar cell consists of a PN-junction. A PN-junction is a combination of two materials, one

is a p-type material and the other is an n-type material. The p-type material is a material

that is doped with atom or ions that only have have three valence electrons. Because of this

doping, there are more holes than free electrons in this material. The n-type material is the

same material but in this case it is doped with atoms or ions that have five valence electrons

instead of four. This type of doping creates more free electrons than holes. Currently more

than 90% of the solar cells are made of primarily of silicon.

A PN-junction is a combination of both types of doped materials. Now one might expect

that the holes and free electrons created by the doping want to recombine, but there is a

mechanism that prevents this from happening. The free electrons and holes leave behind ions

which create an electric field that pushes both electrons and holes back to their respective

sides. The region in which this electric field works is called the space charge region [1] (see

Figure 1).

Figure 1: A schematic picture of a PN-junction. The ion left behind by the electrons and holes create

an electric field counteracting the drift of both carriers. Source: [2]
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A PN-junction is used to create a current through a closed circuit. When an incident

photon creates a electron-hole pair inside of the space charge region, the pair is split up with

the hole going to the p-doped material and the electron going into the n-doped material.

Because of the repulsive forces between electrons, some electrons get pushed through the

circuit creating a current. In Figure 2 we see a schematic view of this circuit.

Figure 2: A closed circuit using the PN-junction to harvest energy from incident photons. Source: [3]

2.2 Properties of Solar Cells

There are a few properties that we will be exploring for our research practicum:

• Efficiency

• Voltage at maximum power

• Current at maximum power

• Open circuit voltage

• Short circuit current

We will briefly explain what each property is and why it is interesting to look at.

We can configure the circuit such that the current I satisfies I = 0. This means there is

an infinite amount of resistance or in other words, an open circuit. The voltage over this

circuit is the maximum possible voltage and is called the open circuit voltage (or VOC). Now

if we change the configuration into a short circuited circuit, then the current is at its highest.

This current is called the short circuit current (or ISC).
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We can also configure the circuit in such a way that the solar cell puts out the maximum

amount of power possible. The voltage over the circuit in this configuration is called the volt-

age at maximum power (or Vmpp) and the current in this configuration is called the current at

maximum power (or Impp). It is interesting to investigate these quantities because they are

strongly tied to the maximum power output which is of course interesting to anyone planning

to use a solar panel for themselves.

In the IV -curve of a solar cell, the current is plotted against the voltage. One can rec-

ognize the VOC and the ISC by checking where the IV -curve intersects the x-axis and the

y-axis respectively (see Figure 3). In Figure 3 there are also two boxes drawn in different

colours. The fraction of the area of the smaller box over the area of the larger box is called

the Fill Factor (or FF ). From the figure one can derive that the FF satisfies

FF =
VmppImpp

VOCISC
.

From this equation follows that

Pmpp = FF · VOC · ISC.

The efficiency is then calculated by dividing the power generated from the solar panel by the

power of the sun incident to the panel, giving the equation

η =
Pmpp

PIN
=
FF · VOC · ISC

PIN

where η is the efficiency of the solar cell and PIN is the power of the sun incident to the panel.

It says how much of the energy the sun puts into the solar panel actually gets converted in

to electric energy. The last equation shows why the VOC is and ISC are interesting to look at,

since the are closely tied to the efficiency of the solar cell.
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Figure 3: An IV -curve where the intersection with the y-axis corresponds with the ISC and the

intersection with the x-axis corresponds with the VOC. Source: [1]
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3 Methods

3.1 The Different Solar Panels

Over the span of roughly a year, AMOLF collected data from six different solar panels. These

panels are all differently configured, and we will briefly discuss these characteristics.

The first panel is a Copper Indium Gallium Selenide (or CIGS) panel. A great advantage of

this panel type is the fact that it is flexible. This property makes the panel more appealing to

use on buildings with unusual rooftops. The disadvantages of this type of solar panel are the

fact that it has a relatively low efficiency and that the solar panel degrades very fast over time.

The second module is a Cadmium Telluride (or CdTe) type solar panel. The main advantage

of this type of panel is the fact that it is cheaper than the other types in this list. On the other

side, it shares the same disadvantage with the previous panel in that it has a low efficiency.

The third type of solar panel is made of polycrystalline Silicon (Poly-Si). It is the most

commonly used module. The reason for this is that it has a lower rate of degradation than

most other panels. As far as we know it does not have any significant drawbacks.

The fourth module is a monocrystalline Silicon type of solar panel. This module has an

interdigitated back contact such that there are no lines on the front surface of the panel.

Because of this, the panel has more effective area to generate power, making it more efficient.

We do not know any drawbacks as of yet.

The fifth module also a monocrystalline Silicon type of solar panel. This module uses HIT

cell technology and has the highest lab-tested efficiency [4]. Drawbacks are unknown.

The sixth module is of the same type as the first. It is, however, not flexible. An ad-

vantage that is does have, is the fact that it has a higher efficiency than the first module.

Drawbacks are unknown.

Below an overview is included of the different solar panels we collected the data from as

provided by LMPV [5].

1. Copper Indium Gallium Selenide (CIGS), a flexible module; nominal efficiency 12.7%

2. Cadmium Telluride (CdTe), a lower cost module; nominal efficiency 12.0%
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3. Polycrystalline Silicon (Poly-Si), the most commonly used technology; nominal efficiency

15.5%

4. Interdigitated Back Contact monocrystalline silicon, charge extraction located at the

back of the cell; nominal efficiency 21.5%

5. Heterojunction Intrinsic Layer Monocrystalline Silicon (HIT Si), highest lab-tested effi-

ciency; nominal efficiency 19.4%

6. Copper Indium Gallium Selenide (CIGS) with reflective backing; nominal efficiency

14.7%

Here we must note that the exact definition of nominal efficiency was never explicitly men-

tioned. So from here we will assume that the nominal efficiency is the maximum efficiency,

since this is the case for the first module.

3.2 Data analysis

After having learned about the working principle of the solar cells, we started examining real

data from the solar panels at AMOLF. We were given the data of six different solar panels

over the span of a year. The data points were taken every five minutes circa 7 AM till 7 PM

and include information such as the temperature of the panel, the VOC, the ISC, the Vmpp

and the Impp. We were also given the data of the ambient temperature every five minutes.

We analyzed the data with Wolfram Mathematica 11.

The temperature of the module of a solar panel and the ambient temperature are not nec-

essarily the same. To find out how the temperature of the module depends on the ambient

temperature, we import the weather data and the module data. We then extracted the tem-

perature data-points from both files for which the measurements were taken within the same

minute. We then plotted both temperatures against each other and applied an appropriate fit.

Finally, we extract the data from all the modules and plot VOC, ISC, Vmpp, Impp and the

efficiency η against the module temperature and apply the appropriate fit. We only looked

at the data for which the intensity (Pin / G) is between 950 W/m2 and 1050 W/m2.

4 Results

In the following, the results of the fits are shown. We provide the linear fits of the temperature

dependency of the module temperature in Table 1. This does not necessarily mean that these
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two variables have a linear dependency, but with linear fits it is more clear which modules are

more affected by the ambient temperature. Furthermore, we will give the measurements of

the temperature coefficients of the efficiency (η), maximum power-point voltage (Vmpp) and

current (Impp), the open-circuit voltage (VOC) and the short-circuit current (ISC) in Tables 2-

7. If possible, the measured values of the temperature coefficients will be compared with

the values provided by the manufactures of the solar panels [5]. Below the tables are six

plots of the efficiencies against the module temperature with the fits of the data. There are

also green dashed lines in the plots. These indicate the nominal efficiencies provided by the

manufacturer. For the other plots of the data with the fits we refer to Appendix A.

Module Fit

1 T1 = 1.29259Tamb + 0.585903

2 T2 = 1.28416Tamb + 0.0179403

3 T3 = 1.25925Tamb − 1.07875

4 T4 = 1.37196Tamb + 0.70382

5 T5 = 1.31459Tamb + 0.403304

6 T6 = 1.32681Tamb + 0.163081

Table 1: The linear fits corresponding to the ambient temperature data and the module data per mod-

ule. Here Tenv is the ambient temperature and Ti is the temperature of module i (see Subsection 3.1).

Module 1 - CIGS

Properties Our results Manufacturer data

η −0.61 %/◦C −0.43 %/◦C

Vmpp −0.53 %/◦C −0.38 %/◦C

Impp −0.11 %/◦C N/A

VOC −0.36 %/◦C −0.33 %/◦C

ISC −0.04 %/◦C −0.03 %/◦C

Table 2: Temperature coefficients for module 1 [5].
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Module 2 - CdTe

Properties Our results Manufacturer data

η −0.06 %/◦C −0.21 %/◦C

Vmpp −0.30 %/◦C N/A

Impp −0.15 %/◦C N/A

VOC −0.37 %/◦C −0.32 %/◦C

ISC −0.017 %/◦C −0.0601 %/◦C

Table 3: Temperature coefficients for module 2 [5].

Module 3 - p-Si

Properties Our results Manufacturer data

η −0.25 %/◦C −0.45 %/◦C

Vmpp −0.27 %/◦C N/A

Impp −0.0069 %/◦C N/A

VOC −0.17 %/◦C −0.37 %/◦C

ISC 0.047 %/◦C 0.081 %/◦C

Table 4: Temperature coefficients for module 3 [5].

Module 4 - m-Si

Properties Our results Manufacturer data

η −0.35 %/◦C −0.30 %/◦C

Vmpp −0.34 %/◦C N/A

Impp −5.9mA/◦C N/A

VOC −181.6mV/◦C −167.4mV/◦C

ISC −3.5mA/◦C 3.5mA/◦C

Table 5: Temperature coefficients for module 4 [5].

Module 5 - m-Si

Properties Our results Manufacturer data

η −0.29 %/◦C −0.29 %/◦C

Vmpp −0.34 %/◦C N/A

Impp −1.5mA/◦C N/A

VOC −126mV/◦C −132mV/◦C

ISC −3.7mA/◦C 1.76mA/◦C

Table 6: Temperature coefficients for module 5 [5].
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Module 6 - CIGS

Properties Our results Manufacturer data

η −0.45 %/◦C −0.30 %/◦C

Vmpp −0.39 %/◦C N/A

Impp −0.13 %/◦C N/A

VOC −0.33 %/◦C −0.29 %/◦C

ISC −0.076 %/◦C 0.01 %/◦C

Table 7: Temperature coefficients for module 6 [5].
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Figure 4: Scatter-plots (blue) of the efficiency of the solar cell given the module temperature from data

between June 2017 up and including June 2018 for solar intensities between 950W/m2 and 1050W/m2.

The corresponding linear fits (red) can be deduced from Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. The dashed green

line is the corresponding nominal efficiency [5].
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5 Discussion

Let us first look at the result in which we compared the ambient temperature with the tem-

perature inside of the modules. We used a linear fit on this data because that makes it easier

to see which of the modules are more affected by the ambient temperature.

In the results we see that all of the (linear) fits are mostly the same; the slopes are all positive.

This tells us that the module temperature rises as the ambient temperature rises, which is

what one would expect. The temperature coefficients do not differ more than 0.11274. The

only thing we do deem noteworthy is the fact that the offset on the fit for the third module is

remarkably smaller than that of the other fits. As of yet we do not have a clear explanation

for it. The offset however, does not matter for the overall trend that we noticed. The slope of

the third module has the highest slope, while the fourth module had the lowest slope (Table 1

/ Figure 5).

In addition to this, we also looked at the efficiency (η), the VMPP, the IMPP, the VOC and the

ISC as a function of the module temperature. We compared our results next to the values

provided by the manufacturer to see if there is a significant difference in the values. We

expected our results to somewhat differ from the values of the manufacturer because these

values are measured when the panels are still new. Over time, some of the panels may have

degraded which would affect the properties of the panels.

For the first and second module it is clear that degradation takes place, since the fit is well

below the corresponding nominal efficiency in Figure 5.

For the third module the fit is also below the nominal efficiency, but not as significant as the

first two modules. Also the temperature coefficients in Table 4 seem to significantly differ

from the manufacturer data. So we can assume that there is minimal degradation.

For the fourth and fifth module, this is not the case. Also the temperature coefficients pro-

vided by the manufactures are pretty close or the same as the current temperature coefficients

(Table 5, 6). Therefore we can safely assume that there is no (significant) degradation in the

fourth and fifth module.

The sixth module its fit is above the nominal efficiency, which we currently cannot explain.

We write this off due to the ambiguity in the definition of “nominal effiency”. The current

temperature coefficients do differ significantly from the data of the manufactures in Table 7.

Seeing as the sixth module is constructed with the same materials as the first module, we can

assume that there is degradation in the sixth module but as not as significantly as in the first

module.
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6 Conclusion

We investigated data from the solar cells and the ambient temperature. This data was taken

over the span of a year with data points taken every five minutes. We first plotted the ambient

temperature against the temperatures of the solar cells. We choose to fit these plots with

linear graphs. The reason for this is the fact that it is then easier to see which module is more

affected by changes in the outside temperature. We found that the temperature coefficients

were all positive and did not differ more than 0.11274. The third module had the highest

coefficient and the fourth module had the lowest.

We also plotted the temperatures of the solar cells against the efficiency (η), the VMPP,

the IMPP, the VOC and the ISC. There was a linear correlation in all of these plots so we

fitted them with linear graphs. We compared the coefficients we found to those provide by

the manufacturers. From the other plots it became clear that the first and second module

have degraded significantly, the third module has degraded a bit but is arguable that it is not

significant. The fourth and fifth module have not degraded and the sixth module seems to

have degraded although it is debatable.
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A Appendix: Plots

A.1 The Correlation between the Ambient Temperature and the Module
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(c) Module 3
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(d) Module 4
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(e) Module 5
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Figure 5: Scatter-plots (blue) of the module temperature given the ambient temperature from data

between June 2017 up and including June 2018. The corresponding fits (red) can be found in Table 1.
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A.2 The Correlation between the Module Temperature and the Maximum

Power-Point Voltage
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Figure 6: Scatter-plots (blue) of the maximum power-point voltage of the solar cell given the module

temperature from data between June 2017 up and including June 2018 for solar intensities between

950W/m2 and 1050W/m2. The corresponding linear fits (red) can be deduced from Tables 2-7.
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A.3 The Correlation between the Module Temperature and the Maximum

Power-Point Current
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Figure 7: Scatter-plots (blue) of the maximum power-point current of the solar cell given the module

temperature from data between June 2017 up and including June 2018 for solar intensities between

950W/m2 and 1050W/m2. The corresponding linear fits (red) can be deduced from Tables 2-7.
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A.4 The Correlation between the Module Temperature and the Open-

Circuit Voltage
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Figure 8: Scatter-plots (blue) of the open-circuit voltage of the solar cell given the module temperature

from data between June 2017 up and including June 2018 for solar intensities between 950W/m2 and

1050W/m2. The corresponding linear fits (red) can be deduced from Tables 2-7.
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A.5 The Correlation between the Module Temperature and the Short-

Circuit Current
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Figure 9: Scatter-plots (blue) of the short-circuit voltage of the solar cell given the module temperature

from data between June 2017 up and including June 2018 for solar intensities between 950W/m2 and

1050W/m2. The corresponding linear fits (red) can be deduced from Tables 2-7.
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B Appendix: Mathematica Code

B.1 The Correlation between the Ambient Temperature and the Module

Temperature

(*Table of data that the modules keep track off*)

log = {

{

Import[

NotebookDirectory[] <>

"2017_06/log/parameter_station1_201706_module 1.txt", "Table"],

Import[

NotebookDirectory[] <>

"2017_06/log/parameter_station2_201706_module 2.txt", "Table"],

Import[

NotebookDirectory[] <>

"2017_06/log/parameter_station3_201706_module 3.txt", "Table"],

Import[

NotebookDirectory[] <>

"2017_06/log/parameter_station4_201706_module 4.txt", "Table"],

Import[

NotebookDirectory[] <>

"2017_06/log/parameter_station5_201706_module 5.txt", "Table"],

Import[

NotebookDirectory[] <>

"2017_06/log/parameter_station6_201706_module 6.txt", "Table"]

},

{

... (* all the other months *)

}

};

(* Producing relevant lists for each module *)

TempModList = {};

TempWeatherList = {};
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TempModListNumber = {};

data = {};

weatherplot = {};

lm = {};

linplt = {};

weathermodplotone = {};

For[module = 1, module <= 6, module++,

AppendTo[TempModList, {}];

AppendTo[TempModListNumber, {}];

AppendTo[data, {}];

AppendTo[weatherplot, {}];

AppendTo[lm, {}];

AppendTo[linplt, {}];

AppendTo[weathermodplotone, {}];

]

(* importing data that the weather station collected about the environment *)

weatherfunc[year_, month_, day_, hour_] :=

Import[NotebookDirectory[] <> year <> "_" <> month <> "\weather\Weather_" <>

year <> "-" <> month <> "-" <> day <> "_" <> hour <> ".csv", "Table"]

(*list with first hours, 0000, 0100, 0200,... *)

a = Table[StringForm["0" <> ToString[q] <> "00" ][[1]], {q, 0, 9}];

(*list with rest of the hours, 1000, 1100, 1200, ... *)

b = Table[ToString[q], {q, 1000, 2300, 100}];

Hours = Join[a, b];

(*list with first dates, 01 till 31 *)

c = Table[StringForm["0" <> ToString[q] ], {q, 1, 9}];

d = Table[ToString[q], {q, 10, 31}];

Days = Join[c, d];

e = Table[StringForm["0" <> ToString[q] ], {q, 6, 9}];
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f = Table[ToString[q], {q, 10, 12}];

g = Table[StringForm["0" <> ToString[q] ], {q, 1, 6}];

Months = Join[e, f, g];

(* function that chooses the temperature from list given date & time, the \

minutes are only 5-fold *)

KiesTemp[year_, month_, day_, hour_, minute_] :=

ToExpression[

StringSplit[ weatherfunc[year, month, day, hour][[minute /5 + 3, 1]], ","][[

7]]]

For[module = 1, module <= 6, module++,

For[month = 1, month <= 13, month++,

For[row = 3, row <= Length[log[[month, module]]], row++,

If[month > 7, YearString = "2018", YearString = "2017"];

day = DateList[{log[[month, module, row, 2]], {"Day", "Month", "Year"}}][[

3]];

hour = DateList[log[[month, module, row, 3]]][[4]];

minute = DateList[log[[month, module, row, 3]]][[5]];

MonthString = ToString[Months[[month]]] ;

DayString = ToString[Days[[day]]];

HourString = Hours[[1 + hour]] ;

MinuteForFunction = DateList[log[[month, module, row, 3]]][[5]];

AppendTo[TempModList[[module]], log[[month, module, row, 11]]];

If[module == 1,

AppendTo[TempWeatherList,

KiesTemp[YearString, MonthString, DayString, HourString,

MinuteForFunction]]];

]

]

]
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(* producing lists with numbers instead of string, and making the matrix with \

temperatures (x-axis = environment, y-axis = module) *)

For[module = 1, module <= 6, module++,

TempModListNumber[[module]] =

ToExpression[StringReplace[TempModList[[module]], "," -> "."]];

data[[module]] = Transpose@{TempWeatherList, TempModListNumber[[module]]};

]

(* removing the failed entries and plotting the rest *)

correcteddata = {};

For[module = 1, module <= 6, module++,

AppendTo[correcteddata, {}];

correcteddata[[module]] = Select[data[[module]], NumericQ[#[[1]]] & ];

lm[[module]] = Fit[correcteddata[[module]], {1, x}, x];

(* making the plot pretty *)

weathermodplotone[[module]] = Show[ListPlot[correcteddata[[module]],

Joined -> False,

Frame -> True, FrameStyle -> Directive[GrayLevel[0.1], Thickness[0.005]],

FrameLabel -> {" Environmental Temperature (\[Degree]C)",

"Module temperature(\[Degree]C)"}, PlotRange -> {{-10, 35}, {-10, 35}} ,

LabelStyle ->

Directive[{Bold, FontFamily -> "Helvetica", FontSize -> 16,

GrayLevel[0.1]}], PlotStyle -> ColorData[10, 9],

AspectRatio -> 1,

FormatType -> (Style[TraditionalForm[##],

SingleLetterItalics -> False] &)],

Plot[lm[[module]], {x, -10, 35}, PlotStyle -> {Thick, Red}],

Epilog -> {

Inset[

Style["Text", ColorData[10, 9], Bold, FontFamily -> "Helvetica",
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FontSize -> 14], Scaled[{0.75, 0.85}]]}, ImageSize -> 300]

]
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B.2 The Correlation between the Module Temperature and other Proper-

ties of a Solar Cell

(*Table of data that the modules keep track off*)

...

(* efficiency function and area *)

AreaMod = {2.107*0.491, 1.2*0.6, 1.675*1.001, 1.559*1.046, 1.58*0.797,

1.565*0.656}

\[Eta][Vmpp_, Impp_, G_, A_] := 100* (Vmpp *Impp )/(G*A)

(* producing the relevant list/structure*)

TempModList = {};

\[Eta]List = {};

.

.

\[Eta]data = {};

.

.

\[Eta]lm = {};

.

.

(* Temperature coefficients relative to standard test conditions (25

degrees Celcius) *)

\[Eta]coef = {};

.

.

\[Eta]scatterplot = {};

.
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.

For[module = 1, module <= 6, module++,

AppendTo[TempModList, {}];

AppendTo[\[Eta]List, {}];

AppendTo[\[Eta]data, {}];

.

.

AppendTo[\[Eta]lm, {}];

.

.

AppendTo[\[Eta]scatterplot, {}];

.

.

]

(* Function that changes string module data to numbers *)

R[month_, module_, row_, column_] :=

ToExpression[

StringReplace[log[[month, module, row, column]], "," -> "."]]

(* Filling list with data *)

For[month = 1, month <= 13, month++,

For[module = 1, module <= 6, module++,

For[row = 3, row <= Length[log[[month, module]]], row++,

If[950 <= R[month, module, row, 10] <= 1050,

AppendTo[VmppList[[module]],

N[log[[month, module, row, 4]]/1000, 5]];

AppendTo[VOCList[[module]],
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N[log[[month, module, row, 7]]/1000, 5]];

AppendTo[ImppList[[module]], R[month, module, row, 5]];

AppendTo[ISCList[[module]], R[month, module, row, 8]];

AppendTo[TempModList[[module]], R[month, module, row, 11]];

AppendTo[\[Eta]List[[module]], \[Eta][

N[log[[month, module, row, 4]]/1000, 5],

R[month, module, row, 5], R[month, module, row, 10],

AreaMod[[module]] ]];

]

]

]

]

(* Producing list with data of whole year *)

For[module = 1, module <= 6, module++,

\[Eta]data[[module]] =

Transpose@{TempModList[[module]], \[Eta]List[[module]] };

.

.

.

\[Eta]coef[[module]] =

(D[\[Eta]lm[[module]][x], x]/\[Eta]lm[[module]][25])*100;

.

.

.

]

(* producing linear models *)

For[module = 1, module <= 6, module++,

\[Eta]lm[[module]] = LinearModelFit[\[Eta]data[[module]], x, x];

.
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.

.

]

(* producing scatterplots *)

For[module = 1, module <= 6, module++,

\[Eta]scatterplot[[module]] = Show[ListPlot[\[Eta]data[[module]],

Joined -> False,

Frame -> True,

FrameStyle -> Directive[GrayLevel[0.1], Thickness[0.005]],

FrameLabel -> {"Temperature (\[Degree]C)",

"\!\(\*SuperscriptBox[\(\[Eta]\), \(\\\ \)]\)(%)"},

PlotRange -> {{0, 50}, {0, 25}} ,

LabelStyle ->

Directive[{Bold, FontFamily -> "Helvetica", FontSize -> 16,

GrayLevel[0.1]}], PlotStyle -> ColorData[10, 9],

AspectRatio -> 1,

FormatType -> (Style[TraditionalForm[##],

SingleLetterItalics -> False] &)],

Plot[\[Eta]lm[[module]][x], {x, 0, 50}, PlotStyle -> Red],

Epilog -> {

Inset[

Style["", ColorData[10, 9], Bold, FontFamily -> "Helvetica",

FontSize -> 14], Scaled[{0.75, 0.85}]]}, ImageSize -> 300];

.

.

.

.

]
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